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IDF/ISO ANALYTICAL WEEK CONFIRMS THAT ADVANCES IN TESTING AND
LABORATORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS CONTRIBUTE TO A SUSTAINABLE 
DAIRY SECTOR  
 
Brussels, May 30, 2011 - Over 190 experts gathered at the IDF/ISO Analytical
Week (23-27 May) in Lyon, France, to discuss the latest developments and
future projects for methods of analysis in the dairy sector, in expert meetings 
and a mid-week symposium. 
 
Hosted by the IDF French National Committee (FIL France), the joint IDF/ISO
event provided a platform for experts to work on topical analysis issues, such
as the need for a reference system for somatic cell counting in milk, and 
initiatives underpinning food safety testing. 
 
The mid-week symposium explored the theme “How can analysis promote 
sustainability in the dairy chain?”. IDF and ISO experts presented new 
initiatives and recommendations that showed for the first time that the 
analysis sector makes significant contributions to the advancement of a
sustainable dairy industry. 
 
Speakers demonstrated that within-laboratory initiatives reduce the burden on 
the environment through the use of the ISO 14001 standard as well as 
through innovative means of recycling or reducing of laboratory consumables
and reagents. Furthermore, specifically-developed new testing methodology 
was shown to also underpin wider sustainability initiatives by the dairy sector
such as improving waste water management practices, and animal feeding
practices. 
 
Dr Jaap Evers, Chair of the IDF Methods Standards Steering Group,
commented on the significant progress being made in many areas of work: 
 
“The joint IDF/ISO programme of work clearly creates value to all stakeholders 
in the dairy chain as well as the consumer by developing internationally
harmonized and globally accepted testing methods that contribute to the
production of nutritious and safe dairy products in a sustainable manner. On
the basis of the many advances in analytical technology, I anticipate that
developments in analytical testing will create further win-win outcomes in the 
near future.” 
 
IDF President Richard Doyle congratulated FIL France and the organizing
committee for planning the 2011 IDF/ISO Analytical Week: 

“The IDF/ISO partnership in developing joint testing methods is going from
strength to strength. Participating experts accumulated new information and
ideas from this event, which they benefit from in their jobs. IDF is certainly
committed, as is ISO, to furthering its activities in the field and be at the fore-
front of the development of analytical methods that are of global relevance,
e.g. through adoption by the Codex Alimentarius”. 
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Note to editors 
 
1. Abstracts, pictures and further information can be found at www.idf-iso-analytical-
week.org. 
2. Innovative Analytical Strategies will also be presented at a conference at the forthcoming
IDF World Dairy Summit, 15-19 October in Parma, Italy, www.wds2011.com. 
3. Founded in 1903, The International Dairy Federation represents the dairy sector worldwide
by providing the best global source of scientific expertise and knowledge in support of the
development and promotion of quality milk and dairy products to deliver consumers with
nutrition, health and well-being. 
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